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P Designed for Sensitive Skin & Allergies
P Pure Organic Plant Essential Oils, Herbs & Flower Extracts
P Free from Parabens, Petroleum & Synthetic Preservatives,  
 Fragrances & Emulsifiers
P Cruelty, GMO & Gluten Free

more than 25 years

guarantee in       
  terms of quality –

The lavera Trend Sensitiv  
natural cosmetics

* 59% of the Trend Sensitiv products are vegan



Fabulous Eyes, Naturally
From a completely natural look to sultry 
smoky eyes, Lavera has everything you need. 
Developed with Good-For-You ingredients such 
as organic oils, waxes and flower extracts, our eye 
collection helps you get the look naturally - no 
chemicals necessary. All Lavera eye make-up is 
dermatologically and ophthalmologically tested, 
suitable for contact lens wearers and of course 
Paraben-Free and Heavy Metal-Free.
Winner: Best Natural Mascara from Good 
Housekeeping Magazine.

Volume Mascara Our original formula and all-time best-selling, customer favorite! The ultimate 
antidote to tired-looking eyes, this naturally volumizing and lengthening formula nourishes lashes for a healthy, 
full fringe. Moisturizing extracts of organic jojoba and wild rose oils hydrate, promoting all-day flake-free 
volume. Includes advanced shaping brush. Black:101459, Brown:101460

Long Lash Mascara Give your lashes a silky, full effect! The innovative brush lengthens, separates and 
coats each individual lash from root to tip. 101462

Intense Volume Mascara This super-intense formula creates longer, thicker, shinier lashes with serious 
impact thanks to an extra-volume brush and innovative quick-dry formula with camelina oil. Organic beeswax 
and refined mineral pigments make for long-lasting hold. 101463

Butterf ly Effect Mascara This triple-effect Butterfly Effect Mascara creates intense volume, a sweeping 
curl and high definition in beautiful black. 105402

Deep Darkness Mascara This black Deep Darkness Mascara is the one to use for irresistible, voluminous 
lashes! It is an intense black color with an extra-large brush for extreme volume. 105313

Endless Definition Mascara Natural fibers capture and lengthen every single lash for seductive, 
dramatically long lashes. Gives ultimate definition, an irresistible sweeping effect and extreme length. 105314

Style & Care Gel This Style & Care Gel is perfect for brows or lashes with its completely natural and clear 
gel that conditions and strengthens. Brush it on to put each and every hair into place. 101465

Black 01
105211

Brown 02
105212

Grey 03
105213

Blue 05
105215

Green 06
105216

Brown 01
105239

Soft Eyeliner & Brow Pencils Our creamy, non-toxic soft eyeliners and brow pencils go on smoothly 
to create long lasting color. Gentle natural ingredients such as organic jojoba and shea butter 
mean the liners are suitable for sensitive skin and contact lens wearers.

Mono Eyeshadow
This creaseless formula is enriched 
with nourishing minerals and oils as well 
as organic flower essences and mica. 
Our color-rich shadow provides a 
flawless finish while illuminating 
eyes for maximum impact.

Golden Glory 
01 - 105217

Pearly Rose 
02 - 105218

Latte Macchiato
03 - 105219

Shiny Taupe
04 - 105220

Green Olive
06 - 105222

Diamond Violet
07 - 105223

Smoky Grey
01 - 105233

Cappuccino Cream
02 - 105234

Indian Dream
03 - 105312

Quattro Eyeshadow
The shades in the Quattro set 
complement each other perfectly, 
making it easy to attain profes-
sional color results. Thanks to 
the silky texture, these shadows 
glide on easily, for beautiful-
looking eye make-up with long-
lasting color.

Liquid Eyeliner This long-lasting silky, smooth eyeliner glides on easily for a dramatic look. 
The precision brush creates a fine and defined stroke. A specially formulated infusion of 
organic flower extracts and organic oils feel natural and non-irritating on the eyelid. 
Black:105237, Brown:105238

Blonde 02
105240



Natural Liquid Foundation
This hydrating foundation blends easily and hides imperfections, creating a 
porcelain-smooth canvas. Free-radical fighting organic argan oil and organic 
blossom butter protect, rejuvenate and nourish skin. Talc-free, medium coverage.

Tinted Moisturizing Cream 3-in-1
This velvety-smooth moisturizer offers a hint of tint while nourishing skin, 
enriched with vitamins, minerals and organic aloe vera to hydrate 
and soothe throughout the day. Talc-free. 105182

Let your beauty glow with Lavera’s non-clogging foundations, concealers, 
powders and tinted moisturizers. Perfect for a smooth and polished finish!

#4

Natural Concealer
This super-creamy concealer hides 
imperfections, redness and dark 
circles naturally. Made with the 
finest botanical extracts including 
licorice root, soothing flower 
extracts, jojoba and olive oil. 
Light to medium coverage.  

2-in-1 Compact Foundation
Our 2-in-1 Compact Foundation is 
complexion perfection, doubling as a 
powder and foundation all in one. 
This creamy, shine-reducing formula is 
enriched with added vitamins, minerals 
and flower extracts to nourish and 
protect the skin. Full coverage. Talc-free. 

Complexion Perfection

NEW 
COLORS

Ivory Light
01 - 105189

Ivory Nude
02 - 105190

Honey Sand
03 - 105191

Honey Beige
04 - 105192

Almond Amber
05 - 105193

Almond Caramel
06 - 105194

Honey 03
105198

Ivory 01
105197

Ivory 01
105195

Honey 03
105196

Old vs. New: looking for your perfect shade?

Natural Mousse Makeup
The super smooth mousse-like texture melts 
effortlessly onto the skin for a natural-looking 
complexion. The light powdery texture is 
perfect for a matte finish. Made with organic 
sunflower oil and organic shea butter, it is 
quickly absorbed into the skin, providing 
medium coverage.

Innovation 
in natural 
cosmetics

Ivory 01
104338

Honey 03
104339

Almond 05
104340

Beauty Balm (BB Cream)
The light creamy mousse-like texture melts 
effortlessly onto the skin for a flawless com-
plexion. Made with organic acai berry, it is 
quickly absorbed into the skin, providing light 
coverage without looking overdone. 104108

Color Correction (CC) Cream
The light creamy mousse-
like texture melts effortless-
ly onto the skin for a na-
tural-looking complexion. 
Made with organic camu 
camu and natural pigments, 
it covers, firms and pro-
tects against the elements. 
105036

Illuminating Eye Cream
One of the most innovative and effective anti- 
aging eye creams in the natural beauty in-
dustry. Pearl extract hydrates the skin and its 
light-reflecting particles give the skin a youthful 
glow. Organic caffeine firms and smoothes the 
skin, while hyaluronic acid provides even more 
hydration. 106542

Older Color Recommended New Color
Porcelain #1 closest to Ivory Light #1 (more rose hue)
Ivory #2 closest to Ivory Nude #2 (darker)
Honey #3 closest to Honey Sand #3 (lighter)
Almond #4 closest to Honey Beige #4

NEW 



Mineral Sun Glow Powder
This natural-looking bronzing powder gives 
you the ultimate bronze glow. It«s made 
with natural ingredients and contains 
organic licorice root extract and organic 
flower essences to calm and soothe skin. 
Brush on for sleek, sculpted-looking 
cheekbones or simply to give the face 
and neckline a sun-kissed radiance. 
Talc-free.

Loose & Compact Mineral Powder
Our micro-fine mineral powder is the ultimate 
in shine-management, blended with mica 
and rose flower extract to soothe the most 
sensitive skin-types. Perfect to set make-up in 
place or to control shine. Non-comodogenic 
and Talc-free.

So Fresh Mineral Rouge
This silky mineral shimmer rouge gives cheeks a radiant, 
sheer and natural glow. Sweep these illuminating 
minerals on your cheeks, forehead, and chin for an instant 
radiant glow.  Several applications make for a more 
intense color. Flower extracts 
such as lime blossom, mallow 
and rose soothe and smooth 
skin for a fresh look. Talc-free.

Color Intense Lipstick
The Beautiful Lips assortment is a fashion 
favorite. New formulas promote long-lasting and 
smooth finish. Contains a soothing infusion of 
organic flower extracts from roses, lime blossom 
and mallow to gently protect and pamper lips. 
Formulated only with natural pigments.

Soft Lipliner
This ultra-smooth, creamy pencil glides on 
lips to precisely define and fill in.  Formulated 
with the finest organic ingredients 
including jojoba oil 
to nourish lips.

Powders & Rouges

Lips

Golden Sahara
01 - 105205

Sunset Kiss
02 - 105206

Charming Rose
01 - 105207

Cashmere Brown
03 - 105209

Ivory 01
105202

Honey 03
105203

Almond 05
105204

Transparent
105201

Rose 01
105123

Red 03
105125

Brilliant Care Lipstick
For a glossy sheer look with a silky, 
lightweight finish. New formulas 
provide intense hydration to 
prevent lips from drying out.

Frosty Champagne
01 - 105107

Strawberry Pink
02 - 105108

Oriental Rose
03 - 105109

Creamy Nut
04 - 105110

Magic Red
03 - 105111

Glossy Lips
Get your daily dose of vitamins and 
minerals with this shimmering healthy lip 
infusion. Made with 100% pure crushed 
minerals for shimmer, plus anti-aging sun 
protection and super-hydrating oils of 
vitamin E and jojoba.

Delicious Peach
09 - 105115

Sweet Melon
10 - 105116

Berry Passion
06 - 105113

Rosy Sorbet
08 - 105114

Hazel Nude
12 - 105118

Soft Mauve
11 - 105117

Plum 04
105126

Deep Red
04 - 101439

Red Berry Charm 
05 - 101440

Maroon Kiss 
06 - 101444

Coral Divine
11 - 102639

Rosewood Dream
12 - 104346

Wild Cherry
14 - 104348

Pink Fuchsia
16 - 104350

Pastel Pink
18 - 104760

Frosty Pink
19 - 105097

Caramel Glam
21 - 105099

Coral Flash
22 - 105100

Formulated with 100% natural ingredients including vitamins, 
minerals and botanical flower extracts for a naturally smooth and 
flawless healthy complexion. Lavera’s face-friendly formulas allow 

your skin to breathe beautifully and your natural beauty to radiate.


